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First Case to Resolve Whether Prop 218 applies to
annexations
Huntington Beach annexed Sunset Beach as an island
Citizens challenged the annexation on grounds that
they should be entitled to vote on the additional HB
taxes that they would have to pay
Court of Appeal looked at legislative history of Prop
218 and held that Prop 218 was never intended to
require votes on taxes incident to annexation
Court also held that just because the annexation was
complete, if the action was unconstitutional, it could
still be challenged








Senator McLeod requested opinion from the AG as to
whether a LAFCo could split an island that exceeds 150
acres into smaller areas and annex each under the Island
annexation law 56375.3
AG first gave a definition of an “island” and basically said
that the decision what constituted an island was up to the
LAFCo to decide
AG then provides good review of existing caselaw on
island annexations—Fig Garden case and Schaeffer case
Concludes, not surprisingly given the express prohibition
in the statute, that a city and LAFCo cannot split up an
island into smaller pieces and annex them using the Island
Annexation streamlined annexation procedure








Challenge to EIR for SOI application and by City
of Santa Cruz to expand SOI and application to
provide services by contract to UC Santa Cruz—
as required by 56133
Good summary of CEQA requirement for analysis
of water supply
Found that EIR must consider alternatives
available to LAFCo since the EIR was written for
use by LAFCo as well as City
LAFCo could impose limited water condition so
EIR was defective for failure to analyze that
alternative








EID approved MOU for expansion of water supply to tribal
land for casino beyond what LAFCo had approved years
before. EID acted on its determination that LAFCo
limitation was unconstitutional and did so with a Class 3
“small projects” categorical exemption from CEQA
Citizens group challenged both the exemption from CEQA
and decision to ignore LAFCo limitation
Court found that “unusual circumstances” made exemption
inappropriate—use of small projects exemption for water
that would allow a major casino and highway interchange
project was “unusual”.
Court held that if a “fair argument” of a significant
environmental impact exists then use of categorical
exemption is improper—low threshold for challenge









El Dorado LAFCo had imposed limit on water
supply limiting it to use for 40 residences on the
tribal land. EID decided that limit was
unconstitutional
Court held that agencies have no discretion to
disregard LAFCo conditions even if they think
they are unconstitutional—that is for the courts
to decide
EID and Tribe had not challenged limitation on
water supply in court when annexation was
approved and it was too late to challenge it now
Key case on enforceability of LAFCo conditions








City and citizen groups challenged EIR for expansion of
Hayward State University arguing it failed to adequately
address impacts on public services particularly fire and
park
Court found that impact on public services such fire
services was a “socio-economic” impact not subject to
analysis under CEQA. Only the physical impact of
additional facilities required should be considered under
CEQA
Court approved very general deferred mitigation programs
because of the program nature of the EIR
CASE HAS BEEN TAKEN UP BY CALIFORNIA SUPREME COURT
AND DECISION IS PENDING—probably will address need
under CEQA to address impacts on public services






BIA challenged Stanislaus County Agricultural Element
Update which required developers to acquire agricultural
conservation easements to mitigate impacts on agriculture
from conversion of ag land
BIA argued that County could not require developer to
purchase easements and trial court agreed
Court of Appeal reversed, holding that:

◦ Counties have broad discretionary powers to adopt land use
regulations
◦ While not fully mitigating impacts there is a reasonable nexus
between the condition and the impacts to be mitigated
◦ Gov’t Code §815.3 does not prohibit requiring property owners to
acquire conservation easements from third parties








Citizens group challenged EIR by City for a Wal Mart store
Citizens demanded that emails between city attorney,
staff, the EIR consultant and applicant be disclosed and
included in the CEQA record but City refused on ground of
deliberative process exemption to the Public Records Act.
Court of Appeal rejected use of the exemption on the
grounds that the City did not show how its interest in
withholding records outweighed the public interest—sets a
very high bar for protecting staff communications
Court approved a 1:1 ag conservation mitigation measure
and did not require the 2:1 mitigation sought by Citizens













Irrigation District (CID) whose mission is to recharge aquifer for farmers,
sued City over Negative Declaration for subdivision project and annexation
that would require more pumping from aquifer
CID previously worked with Fresno LAFCo to develop program for cities to
contribute to increase groundwater recharge, but City of Selma refused to
join program
CID challenged negative declaration for inadequate discussion of impacts on
agricultural from conversion and impacts on groundwater.
City argued that public agencies can’t sue under CEQA—lack standing and
that City could ignore evidence it found not credible
Court of Appeal held that public agencies can sue under CEQA to challenge
the environmental decisions of other agencies
Held that to reject evidence as not credible an agency must expressly make
such finding and give justification supported by substantial evidence as to
why evidence was rejected—that was not done here












Joint Powers agreements (JPA’s) are agreements between public
agencies to jointly exercise powers common to both agencies(Gov’t
Code §6502)
The powers need not be exercisable by each such contracting party
with respect to the geographical area in which such power is to be
jointly exercised.
CKH addresses joint powers agreements in a limited fashion. CKH
define “public agencies” to include joint powers authorities (56070)
and says that the no change of organization shall impair the
contract rights of a JPA (56121)
Unresolved Issue whether such agreements come within the scope of
the kinds of agreements between agencies covered by 56133 –those
are not “changes of organization subject to 56121
The general practice has been to treat such JPA’s as outside LAFCo
jurisdiction
What do you think?

